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The inspection of both the seal integrity and seal strength of 
plastic packages containing low-acid sbeff-stable foods is cur- 
rently performed using destructive and manual test methods. 
Automated non-destructive sensing technologies would allow 
100% impection to be carried out on line. As will be dis- 
cussed, the evaluation and application of such technologies 

Review 

examination of container integrity as a critical control 
point. HACCP may soon be mandatory for seafoodt; 
an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking has been 
issued for foods regulated by the Food and Drag 
Administration z, and the Food Safety and Inspection 
Service of the US Department of Agriculture is in the 
wocess of considering a proposed role for all meat and 
poultry processo~ to develop, adopt and implement 
HACCP. Further information may be found in Refs ! 
and 2 under 'Proposal to establish procedures for the 
safe processing and importing of fish and fishery prod- 
ucts' and 'Developments of hazard analysis and critical 
control points for the food industry; request for com- 
ments', respectively. Given the impottonce of HACCP, 
the National Center for Food Safety and Technology 
(NCTST) is addressing guidelines for satisfactory seal 
examinations in four phases: 

• the evaluation of destructive techniques for micmleak 
detection; 

for package inspection is advancing as a practical solution to • the determination o f  the critical defect size that per- 
the current woblems associated with integrity testing. This mJts microbial contamination; 

article also examines how to determine critical defect param- • the evaluation of non-destructive leak-detection tech- 
eters to be used as design criteria for these technologies, niques not previously used for this application; 

Foods bennetically sealed in plastic containers offer 
consumers lightweight, durable, mictowaveable, easy- 
to-opon packaging that maintains product quality com- 
pm-ab]e to that of the more traditional cans and glass 
containers. Thus, the market has ecen a rapid increase in 
non-traditional shelf-stable packaging. 

Container integrity is well understood for traditional 
packages, pmliculefly cans, but the understanding of 
factors affecting the integrity of plastic containers is still 
in its infmtcy. Federal agencies, the food industry and 
univenity sel~ 'chers are seeking an understanding of 
micmleak size in terms of potential for microbial con- 
m m ~ o n .  Hazard analysis and critical control point 
(HAC~P) programs generally include a thmough 
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• the development of automated prototype units for 
non-destructive seal-defect detection. 

Evaluatlon of ~ techniques for mlcroleak 
detection 

Current destructive test methods for determining a 
less of seal strength in flexible plastic pouches include 
tensile testing 3 and burst testing 4. Burst testing is accom- 
plished by continually adding air to a pouch containing 
product until a specified pressure is attained. If the pack- 
age bursts before this wessme is attained, the package 
fails and subsequent tests are peffmmed to determine 
where the problem arose. The burst test is a good 
overall test for seal strength (especially for t~tortable 
containers) because it stresses a package uniformly in 
all directions and identifies the location of the weakest 
point and the ptessuse at which it fall~. Tensile testing 
involves each end of a seal being mechanically pulled 
until separation occurs, and the force ~.~,~ is required to 
accomplish this sepmmion is recorded, if  the forge is 
below a lgevionsly designated range, the package is 
considered to lack adequate seal strength. The disadvant- 
age of tensile testing is that it will not detect weak spots 
or stress points in other untested areas of the seal. The 
tensile test is therefore used fog the surveillonce of 
material sealability and also to spot-cbeck equipment 
operations and sealing conditions 4. When a statistically 
significant number of samples ate tested from a woduc- 
tion line at designated timed intervals, these methods 
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provide a geod means of  determining if the p m m e t m  
ensuring good seal fusien ( ~ ,  p n ~ e e  and 
dwell time) a'e in ranges that i~ovide adequate seal 
su~n~k 

Seal integrity is d~ned  as a seal comimmm, fl~t is 
complete fusion in ~ seal i~ a~a with no ~ 
ities. A seal may have a channel microleak (a confinu- 
ous path through the sealing area connecting the food 
inside with the external e n v i r o ~ t )  u d  still have 
adequate seal sUen~nl~ Tests done at the ~ ' F S T  bare 
indicau~ d~at bur~ and ~nsile ~est me~hods ('l'ables 1 
m~l 2) do not indicate the prcscncc of  chmu~l lea~  f l ~  
a~e 250 tun and 200 itm in diameter, respeclively. F-test 
r-~ults (from analysis of variance, one way) showed no 
~ y  signifie~._nt diffefeuces between averages at 
the 99% probabih'ty leve~.  Microlea~ of this size are 
visible. Thus, it may be coecloded that microleaks that 
are not clearly visible, <50 tun in d/amete~, would simi- 
larly not be revealed by burst o~ temile test methods. 
As random splatterJ~ of food into the seal area dmin~ 
fi]]Jng of  the p~.kages is one cause o f  Ihese cb,umel 
mic~oleaks, ~ m o ~ g  l ~ l ~ s  f n ~  fl~ l~c~m~g 
line, at timed intervals ttmt a~e ~ adequate for 
desuuctive (burst and tensile) tesfinf, will not guarantee 
the detection of ~ is  type of  clefect because such de~ects 
occur spontdicaHy rather than contimmu~y. Deslmcfive 
merlin,,  if used on a ~ y  signifu~mt number of 
sample, am excellcnt indicatms o f  seal s m ~  Thcy 
cannot, howcvcr, be used to ind ic~  reliably a loss in 

inte~-ity. 
Currently, on-Uric visual manual inspecfiea is being 

used to evaluau~ seal inte~ity, which imposes the limi- 
tatious of both oparator skill variability and human 
ocular resolution (=~Olun). It is also costly, having 
recently been estimated at $10 000 per million packages 
(C. Sizer, TeUa Pak R e s e a ~  Cemer, Beffalo Grow,, IL, 
USA, pet's, commen., 28 September 1994). To summa- 
rize b~/efly, existing destruclive test methods ale inad- 
equate fo~ indicaeng hard-to-see microlea~ r e ~ a ~  
limed samplings do not ind/cate randomly occtm/ng 
defects, and current inspection metheds are very costly. 
There is clearly justiT1catio~ far increased n~urch  ef- 
forts to develop I00~, on-line, nou-destmcfive integrity 
testing systems. Research in this m a  is __neec~__ in two 
dir~ions: fin~, the dmmmination of thn~x~d di- 
mensious for defects; second, the development of an on- 
line non-dmm~ve package imegrity evalumion sys~m. 

~ of the defect s~ze that pmn~ mkrd~l 
cmmm~nafim 

To develop ~ ~- l inc  non-dcsUucfive package evalu- 
mion s y s t ~ ,  it is inp~mivc that evalumi~ p ide -  
l in~ ~ e  detemined first. In oth~ woMs, what ate the 
minimum defect d/mensio~ flmt permit microbial 
contmninafion? 

The pm~em with d e u n ~ u ~  defect d a e m i o ~  is 
flint other vadabl~  such as lr-wsu~ diffential ,  fluid 
v~os~ty, ~ surface a~vity,  m i c m m ~ m m  
type, channel depth and miaobial comamina~ concert- 
umion, affect the microbial ~ntaminmion of  the food. 

TdWe 1. Ludlm ab'lnmt rut nmll~" 

Umt War (U'~' S m ~ d m ~ i m *  

Aven~=300~, ~r=40.7 No defeceve seals 

Average= 307.7, ~r = 17.5 De~cfive se~s wth 250 pm cham~ ImPs 

• Din ~km fm, n I~. 5 
'~mt~e~smV~s equals ~, 
' Pouch nutemd was a u~,,~,-,~: d ,~,,,~ n~don (0.0152 ram), ~ 
~ (0.0152 ram) and polypmp~ (0.~ mm~; sml~was dine ~ ! 32~C v~'~ a 
'~Uic ~q~d HS.C ~ s~er; and 250 wn dmnd le~ wae made I~ m~,~ql a 
2~0~ dlame~ w~e d~at had been ~ i~ U~e seal 
~, SUndud ~.v~afim 

TiMe Z kmlm tmdle ~ mdlls" 

~ U a I ~ W a ) '  Sm~auc~Un" 

Average=220.5, ~= 13.2 Factor/seals 

A~,a~e=2043, ~= M.5 Dd~/seals w~h no d~cts 

Avera~e=20Z6, ~= 18.6 D ~ y  seals u~h 200 pm chan~l l~l~s 

• Dauulm from ~ .5  
bNumber~san~seq~s~ 
c Pouch mamrial was a I~mlina~ do~mlecl nylon {0.0152 mm~ p ~  
cMmle) (0.0152 nm and pol~q~me (0.0n rim; ~lln8 ms dine at 132"C wi~ a 
'~Uic Modd HS.C ~d~y' s~er; a~l 2g0 Wn channdlmks ~ rode by nmm~ a 
2~0 pm d~me~r w~ u~at had bern ~ i~ h sml 
~, Sundud dev~km 

These facto~ cause the experimemaay deUmmiued cd~- 
cal defect size to vary. Table 3 shows a wide vmisace in 
the minimum clefect size as determia~ by di f fen~ 
~ u~=~pe~ aad demeuma~ how oe~ 
variabies caa affect the results. 

Charnel leaks are not the only type c( defect that 

emi  whea evaluating wheth~ a seal is defective cf not. 
Some ahrasio~ comer d e a ~  blisu~ aad delamiuatims 
affect appemaa~ only aad do not mlSSent a food 
safety txebk~ i~u~ive entaaeon SuideU~ need to 
be clemmiued. This um be acceml lhed  thnmsh a 
cee~btaaeoa of  ~ i m ~ m ~ y  studies (how o~Um 
cloes a I0 itm leak actually occur aad, if it does, what me 
the chances t lm ~ win occur~ expm system 
se/twue ~ and ~ or pmt.ceou 
v m u s ~  d a ~  

A ~mlmi~m of vmio~ ~dmncfi~ ~ 
l~k-dmc~ m~m~l~m w~ ~ by tho I~FST 
(see Table 4). This sheuld not be s e a  as a c o m ~  
sire list, because them m ctb~ altmuaive ~ 
such u ~ d e  in tu fe rom~ md teak t e~S  rains 
helium aad s u l ~  h e x a f l ~ ,  which, due to time aad 
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T~e 3. ~ ,Med ,S~.~r  slze ~ bectelal pene~a~" 

Dekct dbmeter 

I.D. Flo~s and V. C ~  10 

G. Howald and I. D u ~ n  ~ 0.2 

R.A. Lampi m 11 

S.W. Keller et alY =I0 

BJC ~ et al. u <10 

L Axelson et al. u 80 

J.E. Gi~t eta/. u 22 

C. Chen et al. ~s 10 
5 

CL ~ s  <10 

D. Rose ~7 <7 

J t m ~ r ~  

Predictive equation 

Filtration of certain 
water-home bacteria 

Immersion test on pouches 

,~,msol test 

Immersion test 

Electrolytic test on 
ase~¢ packages 
Immersion test on pouches 

Immersion test on vials 
Spray on vials 

Biocell test 

Micropeffusion test 

• ~p~d from gel. 7 

of detecting defects containing sofids, 
liquids or gases. 

An eddy cmrem probe has been 
routinely used to detect breaks in the 
coating of pipes by changes in the 
waasmittance of the electrical current. 
Although this probe does not work 
well for clear plastic lamin.~te 
pouches, it can detect defects in foil 
laminate pouches such as the 'Meals 
Ready to Eat' pouches used by the 
military. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
is capable of producing two- and 
three-dimensional images using 
magnetic fields and radio waves. The 
image is obtained from the radio 
signals emitted by protons (hydrogen 
nuclei) in a sample after the nuclei 
have absorbed energy from an exter- 
nal radio signal. Magnetic resonance 
responses of hydrogen nuclei in and 
mound a defect me different from 
those from non-defective seals, as 
reflected by differences in the signal 

money constraints, were not included in this study. Infor- 
marion (resolution, co~t, speed and comments/appli- 
cations) was compiled from brief screening procedures. 

The exact resolution of the various systems remains 
to be determined and, in some eases, may be a function 
of what type of  seal defect and what type of packaging 
material is being examined. For example, machine 
vision imaging is, for the time being, limited to clear 
packages, although it has been demonstrated that 'star 
burst' defects in foil packages can be visualized using 
tMs technique. Star burst defects are created when 
foreign material trapped between sealing surfaces 
causes a raised unsealed area resembling a star. As the 
detection of raised star burst defects is depcndcm on 
shadow interpretation, surface effects must be present in 
opaque types of  packaging to be visualized. 

The limitation of infrared imaging is that it is very 
sensitive to environmental conditions and requires tem- 
p e r a ~  control. Infrared imaging is most appropriate 
for monitoring seals as they are being heat set. The 

laser measures the transmittance of a beam of 
infimcd light tluongh a trampmont object; the fiber 
optic array does file same thing but uses the visible light 
spectrum. Of the two insm,nents tested (the infrared 
laser and the fiber optic array), only the infrared laser 
was able to identify a defect. 

Cap~itmge is a proportionality constant tl~t ex- 
presses the re la t~u~p of potential difference between 
two nead)y charged conductors. The package must be 

between conducting plates and the capacltance 
memured in furads. 

X-rays will detect a I pan drop of water in either 
opaque or clear pouches. The resolution of scanning 

acoustic microscopy is also excellent; it can detect 
defects in either clear or opaque pouches, and is capable 

intensifies. However, MR/does  not detect voids. The 
MRI signal tested was derived from protons in water;, if 
there was no water in the defect, there was no useful 
signal from which to construct an image. 

Infrared laser Iraasmittance wm also preliminarily exam- 
ined as an indicator for seal strength 2.. Non-destructive 
sensing detection of seal strength would be dependent 
on signal variation through different seal thicknesses. 
An optimum seal thickness (based on the desired seal 
fusion) would need to be identified and a corresponding 
transmittance signal obtained. Preliminary results indi- 
cate that non-destructive seasing techniques are capable 
of evaluating not only seal integrity but also seal 
strength. 

All of the systems had application possibilities; none 
were infeasible. Although there was an initial failure 
with the fiber optic array setup, the use of different 
wavelengths, transmitters and/or receivers, and improve- 
merits in the technology might result in success. Startup 
costs only indicate what the initial research investment 
will be. All systems cost much less when mass- 
produced and used for just a single application. Different 
types of packaging may require differem sensors. The 
combination of several methods will create a more flex- 
ible system. UltrLsonnd and machine vision imaging sys- 
tems are currently being developed for this application. 
X-ray on-fine systems already exist but would need to 
be fine-tuned for this application and combined with a 
sensor that 'sees' air defects. MRI is also a good candi- 
date for future development and application. 

For the past six years, the Kingston Research and 
Develolmgnt Center of Alcan Internatinnal Ltd (Kingsten, 
Ontario, Canada) together with Alcan Germany (Ohle, 
Germany) have been wodcing on a beat-seal inspection 
system for on-line applications. After an extensive 
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Table 4. Evdm~ d cmnmt m ~ e M m : ~  me~mb, 

I m b l ~  ~la (f~m 

Machine vision imaging 
Sony Mack-and.w~im 
• ~C model M350 wilh a 
~ 16n'm~ lens, a 
lavelin 25 mm lens, and a 
Nikon 55 mm lens 

Infra~ imaging 
Infranuarics Modd 600 
infrarecl camera 

Infrared laser~i~r o1~ a ~  
Omron model Z4LA-1030/ 
SUNX model FX-7 

Capacitance 
D ~  and built b y ~  
Agricultural Engineering 
O e p a ~  Unive~ ot 
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign , 
IL, USA 

2691un 

lO00pm 

Infrared laser: 
solids: 125 pm 
gas: 2001un 

Fiber optic anay: 
>2001am 

1201un 

S4~rtupcml c 

$1500O-25OOO 

$3000O-5000O 

$ 1 ~  per 
w 

I leall~e 
(30 persec) 

Real lime 
(30 persec) 

Real lime 
(30persec) 

Real ~me 
(30 persec) 

Specuophou~ ~25wrn $20O0O Realtime 
BYK C.mdner Color" Spitelem (30per sec) 

X-ray 1 i~m $100000 Real 
UXl Inc., FIS Sedes Inspeclion (30 per sec) 
System, UXI Inc., Downers 
Grove, IL, USA 

Ultrasound ~Owm $~500eO Real~me 
Sonocan SIAM s~,m, (30 persec) 
Sonoscan, Ueme~lle, 
IL, USA 

Eddy cunem p ~  200~m S400 P,~I Sine 
Xact~, Pasco, WA, USA (30 Per ~c) 

MaS,~ ~ c e  i m a ~  ]O~n~ $2OOOO0 h ~ o d e r  
4.7 T SlSCO ima~ and an oiseconds 
~ cm ~ma~ probe ~.1o~1 
at the Univelsity of Illinob, 
U ~ ' - - ~ ,  it, USA 

AvaCM~; proven; flm'ble; 
ineqoer, sive; nlCwing is a ~ 
asit hasu~bemy preobe; 
would only w k ~ d e a r  
I~ckalleS if ur, ed c~ ~ oN;  
probably needs w be combined 
~iu~ anger s~lem ~ 

Can tied wi~ opaque padUlleS; 

and is u 'm~e in~,edbte in line 
i¢~eme¢ n~lu~on can 
i ; ,d~iy I;e ~ m , u i  

I-ias so far bern i~oven to clelect 
macmleaks; U~e inkaul laser 
clelec~ u'~e diffemce beU~m 
s a m ~  ~ wmwe 

and wilhout any ddec~ 100~ 
o~u~etkne 

C~n cll~ macroi~ks; pedals ~ 
c~dd be put ~ht m u~e ~, 
n~pms ~sp~u~an 
mac~evamn ~a~ 

Needs m be combimd w#h ano~  

s~wafe ~ Ueen de~ lo~  a~ 
is c la ra  a p l i : a ~  

Good mo lu~ ;  ~ s  U~oullh 
opaque Factu~ but does not'see' 
air, only ckmer mau~ds, so would 
have 1o be c~,-,bl,-,,~ w#h other 
semi;  depends c~ >10-20~ 
&~,-,:,~:e in suuctum 

Require a clen~ medium than ~ 
(such as wa~  U'~llh v ~ h  
m uumit  the souncl wMs 
u~:h ae u'~en measured by the 
laser v ibom~ 

P a d ~  needs m come in contact 
• 4u~ meUl 

De t~  c h a ~  leaks wi~h wa~ 
(or I ~  food) ~n p a c ~  
seal 

• Dala l a~  from I~f. 18 
b Machine vision imal~ inkand imal~ infr~ l a ~ r ~  q~c may, mall~ic moeance ima~ ~ ~ s ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
dl. Brace Li¢!¢~ (UIUO U~q~h an NOFS'r i ~ ;  ~ ,  X.r~, u l ~ , d  a~l eddy cum~nt p ~  symm ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ ~ 
• Corn a~ ~ h detec~ techn~ly, not ~ U~e equipm~ need~l m ;,-,~T~,:i ~mb, r~ ~ c o ~  ~ m ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ d h  ~ 
unit or chad~ 
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_re~v of  existing options, a novel ullrasonic technique 
was mccessf~fiy developed and patented, which the 
developers claim offers reliability, rolmstness, rapid 
o ~  and ease of adaptability tu existing filling 
lines (for technical details of the system, see Ref. 22). 
The ~ system consists of an array of through- 
t ~ m i s s J o n  u]~somc sensors in the configuration of 
the sealing die, thereby e "hminafing the need for me- 
clumical . ~ m ~ g .  The system is reported to provide 
100% coverage of the seal region during an inspection 
cycle o f  ~2Ores. This is advantageous as it can be simply 
integrated into heat-sealing equipment. An impomnt 
featme of  this system is its simplicity; unlike other con- 
ventional ultrasonic devices it does not require water 
immersion of the container. Preliminary tests suggest 
that system operation is independent of the package 
material, with promising results obtained for both steel- 

and plastic beat-scaled packages. An exhaus- 
five evaluation of  the Wototype by the developers is 
wesently under way, while the design of a commercial 
version is being considered. 

There axe cu~remly several commezcial on-l lne pack- 
aging inspection system com~mies. Work is being 
done at the NCFST to evaluate which defects could lead 
to a compromise in package integrity, and to develop 
defect i d e n f i f ~ o n  guidelines. Defects will be tanked 
in categories as to their severity (using a system similar 
to the system used in the National Food l~x~.ssors'  
Association Bul le~n 41-L;  see Ref. 3). Once these 
criteria are established, then equipment manufacturers 
can calibrate inspection systems. The NCFST is also 
exemining a prototype unit to help determine criteria 
needed in a n  inspection system (almm fi les and operator 
alert signals, data files, calibration teclmiques, etc.) to 
detect these defects and thus ensu~ food safety. 

Developers of on-l i~e systems using these teclmol- 
ogles should coesider several options for improved ef- 
ficiency and accuracy: (1) spfitllng the production line 
between mole than one ne~-destmctive sensing system 
could help increase the igoduction rate; (2) several tech- 
nologies couM be combined in one system so that a 
broader spectrum of packaging materials could be 
examlaed; end (3) gesolufion could be improved by signal 
empUfication end line ~.mmb~g o~ multiple semom, there- 
by decreasing the area to be examined. Line scanning 
would phys~cMly move one sensor over the seal, evaluat- 
ing only a small area at each reM-time location. Multiple 
senso~ would each evaluate a smaller efea; they would 
be configuged in the pattern of the uml. The fn-~t and third 
options would also be app~cable if a larger area, such as 
a pegk~e body, needed to be ~ 

0.2pan in diameteP, other vedables need to be consid- 
ered. Fmther work needs to be done and guidelines need 
to be written to define exactly which seal defects might 
result in bacterial infilWafion. This information needs to 
be combined with non-destructive senmg technique 
prototypes for seal evaluation. The dcvelopm~t of 
these systems would make these alternative types of 
packaging more financially competitive and expand 
their applicabil i ty beyond a niche market. 

In ~ ,  e v i l . o n  of destructive techniques for 
m ~ r o ~ k  detection ( ~ !  integrity) b M  determined these 
tec lmi~es  to be inadequate. AlZbough microbial con- 
u m ~ n ~ o n  can occur tim)ugh microholes as small as 
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